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Abstract-A new technique for estimating interframe displacement
cussion of otherinterframe coding techniques are given in
of small blocks with minimum mean square error
is presented. An
[9] and [IO] .
efficientalgorithmforsearchingthedirectionofdisplacementhas
A new techniquefordisplacementmeasurement
is debeen described. The results of applying the technique to two sets of
scribed
in
Section
11.
This
technique
is
based
on
an
efficient
images are presented which show8-10 dB improvement in interframe
2-dimensional search procedure. The results of applying 'this
variancereductionduetomotioncompensation.Themotioncompensation is applied for analysis and design of a hybrid coding schemetechnique for measurement of the displacement on two sets
and the results show a factor of two gain at low bit rates.
of images are reported in Section 111. We find 8-10 dB reduc-

I. INTRODUCTION
LARGE number of image transmission and storage applications, e.g., teleconferencing, videotelephone, television
and satellite image transmission, medical imaging for computer
aided tomography and angiocardiography, etc., containimages
of moving objects. The motion captured in such a multiframe
sequence of images includes translation and rotationof objects
with respect to the camera.
Forinterframe image coding, largelevels of compression
could be achieved if only one knew the trajectories traversed
by the various objects. Then one could simply code the initial
frame together with the trajectory information of each pixel.
In practice, a significant component of the motion in a scene
can be approximated by piecewise translation of several areas
of a frame withrespect to a reference frame. Utilization of the
knowledge of motion or displacement of pixels in successive
frames for image coding is called motion compensation.
Displacement measurement and motion compensation have
been applied for interframe image data compression with improved results [l] -[8] . Limb and Murphy [ l ] andRocca,
Brofferio et al. [2]-[4]
have considered techniquesfor
estimatingtranslation of ablockofpixels.
Netravali and
Robbins [5] take the approach of predicting the displacement
of each pixel recursively fromits neighboring pixels which
have already been coded. In this paper we present a method of
displacement measurement which estimatesdisplacementon
a block by block basis. Application of this method in interframehybrid coding (with and withoutframe skipping and
interpolation) is shown. The results presented here are based
on [6] and [7] and the algorithm developed is quite different
from otherdisplacementmeasurementtechniques
including
theonereported
in [8]. A detailedbibliographyand
dis-
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tion in variance of the interframe difference signal as a result
of motion compensation. Motion compensation is applied for
analysis and design of interframe hybrid coding methods in
Section IV.Summary and conclusions are presented in Section
V. In the Appendix we give a proof of the convergence of the
search algorithm.
11. A DISPLACEMENT MEASUREMENT ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe a method of measuring interframe motion for digitized images. First, we approximate the
interframemotionby
piecewise translation of one or more
areas of a frame relative to a reference frame. The segmentation of an image into areas,eachofwhich
is undergoing
approximately the same translation, and the measurement of
themagnitude and the direction of the translation of each
area is adifficulttask.Cafforioand
Rocca [3] describe a
methodforsegmentation
and measurement of the displacement of a singlemoving object in a stationary background.
Then, extension of the method to more than one moving object has also been shown. The method becomes increasingly
complex as the number of moving areas increases and the size
of the imagegrows larger, since the information concerning
segmentation as well as translation is to be coded. Coding of
segments with arbitrary boundaries increases the complexity
as well asthe length of the code to be utilized.
A simpler method is to segment an image into fBed size,
small rectangularblocks and to assume that each of these
areas is undergoing independent translation. If these areas are
small enough, rotation, zooming, etc., of larger objects can be
closely approximated by piecewise translation of these smaller
areas. It avoids the problem of coding the segmentation information and only the displacement vector of each block needs
to be coded.
A method which has been used forthemeasurement of
displacement between two given images, particularly for aerial
guidance, is area correlation [ 111 , [ 121 . This consists of calculating the crosscorrelation function
of the two images.The
location of the peak of the correlation function gives the displacementvector. The cross-correlationfunction is usually
calculated via the fast Fourier transform (FFT). To
improve
the accuracy of this method some high-pass filtering (which
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could be done in the spatial domain [l 11 ortheFourier
domain [12]) of the images is useful. We have found that the
accuracyof the area correlation method is poor when the
block sizeis .small and the blocks are not undergoing pure
translation. The method presented here performs significantly
betterundermostcircumstancesforinterframe
imagedisplacement estimation. This method requires a search for the
direction of minimum distortion (or DMD) and is described
below.
First, the image is divided into smaller rectangular areas,
which we call subblocks. Let U be an M X N size subblock of
an image and UR be an (M 2 p ) X (N + 2p) size subblock of
a reference (neighboring) image, centered at the same spatial
location as U, where p is the maximum displacement allowed
in either direction in integer number of pixels.
Let us define a mean distortion function between
U and
VR as

I

I

+

I.

I

1'
Fig. 1. Illustration of distortion functions.

placement in eachofthequadrants.
Mostimage covariance
functions satisfy thiscondition,at
least in aneighborhood
extending to several pixels. Fig. 1 shows the locations of variwhere g(x) is a given positive and increasing distortion func- ous distortion functions. We point out that the condition in
tion of x, e.g., g(x) = x2 would correspond to D(i,j) as mean (3) does not require D4(ml, n l ) to be less than D4(m2, n2)
or
square error function. The direction of minimum distortion is viceversa,evenif
they are equidistant from Do. All that it
given by (i, j ) , such that D(i, j ) is minimum.
requires is that D 4 ( m 2 , n l ) beless than D4(m1, n l ) and
One difficulty withfindingthe
DMD as stated aboveis
D4(m2, n2)(see Fig. 1).
that it requires evaluation of D(i, j ) for (2p
1) X (2p + 1)
With the above assumption, weuse a 2-D directed search
directions, and even for motions up to 5 pixels along either method, which is anextensionofthebinaryorlogarithm
side of the axes one has to search 121 directions. A solution search [ 131 in one dimension. The search is accomplished by
to overcome this difficulty is found by making the assumption successively reducing the area of search. Each step consists of
that if
searching five locations which contain the center of the area,
and the midpoints between the center and the four boundaries
of thearea along theaxes passing throughthe center. This
procedurecontinuesuntiltheplaneofsearchreduces
to a
3 X 3 size. In the fiial step all the nine locations are searched
then for m = i - q , n = j - 1, the functions
and the location corresponding to the minimum is the DMD.
The algorithmis given below.
For any integer m > 0, we define
- u R ( m- p+<i ,in, i+<j p) ) ,

(1)

+

N(m)={(i,j);

--rn<i,j<m}

M(m) = {(O,O),

are increasing functions of bothI m I and In I, i.e., for 1 < k < 4,

n' =
(3)

where I I represents the absolute value. It means that the distortion function. monotonically increases as we moveaway
from the DMD along any direction in each of the four quadrants. Forg(x) = x 2 , theabovewould
be satisfied if the
covariance function of images is a decreasing function of dis-

(4)

A 2-0 Logarithmic Search Procedure
for DMD:
Step I : (initialization)

D(i,j)=w

orIml<im'IandIn.I<~n'I

(m, 01, (0, m), (-m, 01, (0, -mN.

(i,j)qN@)

110g2 P1

-

n = max (2, 2n'-1)

q = 1 = 0 (or an initial guess for DMD)
where 1.1 is a lower integer truncation function.
Step 2: M'(n) + M(n).
Step 3: Find (i, j ) E "(n) such that D(i

+ q , j + I ) is
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Frame No. 8

Fig. 2. A 2-D logarithmic search procedure for the direction of minimum distortion. The .figure shows the concept of the 2-D logarithmic search to find a pixel in another frame which is registered with
respect to the pixel (i, j ) of agivenframe,suchthatthemeansquare error over a block defined around
(i, j ) is minimized. The
search is done step by step with 0 indicating the directions searched
at a step number marked. The numbers circled show the optimum
directions for that search step and the* shows the final optimum di- Fig. 3.
rection, (i - 3, j + 1) in the above example. This procedure requires
only searching 13 to 21 locations for the above grid as opposed to
121 total possibilities.

minimum. If i = 0 and j = 0, go to Step 5; otherwise go to
Step 4 .
Step 4: q 4 i, 1 + 1 j ; M’(n) + M’(n) - (-i, -j);
go to Step 3.
Step 5: n +- 4 2 . If n = 1 , go to Step 6; otherwise, go
to Step 2.
Step 6: Find (i, j ) E N( 1) such that D(i q , j
1) is
minimum: q + i + q , 1 +- 1 j . (q, 1) then gives the DMD.
Fig. 2 illustrates the search procedure for p = 5. A proof of
the search algorithm isgivenin
theAppendix.
If the direction of minimum distortion lies outside
thealgorithm would converge to apoint on theboundary
which is closest to the DMD if the condition of (3) is satisfied.
+-

+

+

+

1

+

+

Ne),

111. EFFECTS OF MOTION COMPENSATIONON
INTERFRAME VARIANCE
The method of DMD displacement measurement discussed
above was applied to the“Cronkite”and “Chemical Plant”
image sets, each containing 16 frames of 256 X 256 pixels
quantized uniformly to 8 bits. Fig. 3 shows typical frames of
these data sets. These were obtained from digitization of 24
frame-per-second motion pictures. The former were obtained
with fured camera position and the latter were photographed
from a helicopter. The distortion function g(x) = x’ was used
so that the DMD would correspond to minimum mean square
error in registration of the subblocks. A subblock size of 16 X
16 was chosen. The sizes 16 X 16 and 32 X 32 were found to

Frame No. 12
Frames of the original “Cronkite” (on the top) and “Chemical
Plant” (on the bottom) datasets.

be good compromises between accuracy of piecewise translational approximation of the motion, the cost of transmitting
displacement vectors, and the complexity of datacompression
schemes using motion measurement.
Forthemultiframe
data, when the reference imageis a
neighboring frame of the image relative to which motion
measurement is done,the varianceof theinterframedifferences is called interframe variance (IFV). Once the DMD for
a subblock has been found, the area of the reference image in
thedirection of the DMD istaken as themotioncompensated estimateof the subblock.By collecting all the motion compensated estimates from the reference frame, one obtains the
motion compensated reference frame. If ( 4 , l ) is the displacement vector of the DMD, then D(4, I) is the IFV with motion
compensation and D(0,O) is the IFV without motion compensation for that subblock. These quantities for a frame are obtained by averaging them over all the subblocks.
The effect of motion compensation can be indicated by the
improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) if the frame
differences are encoded. We define

SNR = 10 log, 0

(peak-to-peak value of the signal)’
(variance of error)

dB.

The improvement in SNR also represents the reduction in IFV
due to motioncompensation. Table I summarizes theseresults. An interesting and important observation is that there
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TABLE I
EFFECT OF MOTION COMPENSATION OF INTERFRAME CODING
OF FRAME DIFFERENCES

I I I
DATA

‘,“?E

WITHMOTION
WITHOUT
MOTION
COMPENSATION
COMPENSATION

6
7

9

I

- I

CHEMICAL
PLANT

1 ii 1

I

16.66
16.90
17.53

I

1

5.98
10.42
10.12
10.23

E[uC(x+z,y+dy,t+dt)u(x+dx,y+dy,t+dt)
E[u2(x +
y + dy, d t ) ]

,

- -1 E[u(x,y ,

10.11
9.79
9.03

I

z,
t)u(x + z,
y + &,t + d t ) ] .

U2

36.26

I

I

26.77
26.69
26.56

a=

IMPROVEMENT

35.88 29.90
35.66
36.30

25.26
26.18
26.03

a

CRONKITE

-I

SNR N
I DECIBELS

Assuming Jx, & to be independent random variables and
using (7) and (8) we obtain

1

is a large frame-to-frame variation in the IFV without motion
compensation due t o variation in motion activity as a function
oftime (4.64 dB betweenframes 6 and 7 of“Cronkite”
image set). After motion compensation thisvariation becomes
negligible giving a nearly constantvariance. This meansthat we
could use a stationary prediction model for pixels along their
motion trajectory.

Effect of Displacement on Temporal Correlation

a = E[R(l Zx I, I & I)] .

(1 1)

For small x , y most image covariance functions can be approximated by a functionlinear in Ix I, ly I, giving

Thus, from the distributions of ax and & one can obtain the
temporal correlation. The motioncompensatedinterframe
variance is defined as

The foregoingalgorithm measures displacementup to an
integer number of pixels per frame. Higher accuracy (up to a
fraction of a pixel displacement) [l ] , [3] -[SI can be useful
in furtherloweringthe
variance ofthepredictionerror,
resulting in higher levels of compression. In theory,it is possible
to achieve higher accuracy by interpolating between the
displacements of a pixel over several frames. This will generally
increase theframe storage requirements aswellas thecom= 22(1 - a )
(1 4)
plexity of the method.
A simpler and yeteffective alternative is to use a prediction or
model along the estimated motion trajectory
where the prediction rule is designed to account for the motion uncertainty.
Let #(x, y , t), a zero-mean random variable, denote the intensity of the pixel at location ( x , y). Let each imagebe a
sample of a 2-Dhomogeneous stationary random field whose T h s relation is useful in estimating the temporal correlation
from the motion compensated IFV measurement. Now, if we
covariance is given by
use a motion compensated predictor definedas
;(X+&,y+&,t+dt)=m(x,y,t)

where E [ * ] denotes the expectation and u2 is the variance of
#(x, y , t ) . If (x dx, y dy) is the new location of the pixel
at time t d t , then the trajectory of motion
is given by

+

+

#(X,

y , t ) = #(X

Let dx and
and let

+

+ d x , y + dy, t + d t ) .

d y be the estimates of

(7)

dx and dy, respectively,

thenit is easy to show that for given displacement estimates
dx, dy, the ic given above is the optimum mean square estimate
of u(x dx, y dy, t d t ) and the associatedvariance of the
motion compensated predictionerror is given by

+

P2

+-

= E[Cu(x

-$x

uC(x + z x , y

The motioncompensated

+ dy, t + d t ) = #(X, y , t ) .

(9)

The temporal correlation after motion compensation is given

+

+ d x , y + &,t + dt)

+z,y

= u2(1 - 2).

bethemotionestimationerror.
interframe estimate uc is given by

(1 6)

+dy, t + d t ) } 2 ]

(1 7)
(1 8)

Since a is a correlation .parameter, 101 1 < 1. Comparing (14)
and (18) we conclude that 0’ < t 2 . This means thatthe
motion compensated prediction rule (1 6) will further improve
the performance of an interframe predictive coder, especially
if a is not very close to 1. Since we found the motion compensated IFV to be nearly constant, a constant
value of the
temporal correlation canbeused
for all the pixels. Inthe
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sequel wewill find the above results useful in analyzing theand
performance of interframe coders.
Equation (12) is also useful for measuring the averagedisplacement uncertainties E [ Idx I] and E [ Idy I]. For example,
let
(19)
For p = 0.96, a = 0.99 and assumingE[~x]= E [ a y ]
obtain'from (1 2 )
a=ph

h we

(20)

"

UZk*(m,

n ) = + { U 2 k - l(m

+ 4 , n + r)

+ U 2 k + 1 (m + 4', n + l'))

(25)

respectively, where (9, E ) and (q', Z') are the coordinates of the
displacement vectors of U 2 k relative to the preceding and the
following frames, respectively.
Figs. 4and 5 show the results of data compression via
frame skipping
frames of the two image sets. With
. _ - - on typical
mo'tion compensation the SNR improves byabout10
dB,
which is quite significant.

Motion Compensated Interframe Hybrid Coding

or

Once the motion trajectories of all the pixels are known,
various image coding techniques [9] , [lo] can be applied by
(21)
1- p
adapting them along these trajectories. For example, in predictive techniques (DPCM or hybrid coding) the predictor will
which gives h = 0.25. Thus, if we assume Jx, Jy to be uniuse pixels that lie on the motion trajectory. For three-dimenformly distributed, the maximum error in displacement meassional transform coding, one would select spatial blocks which
urement would be + O S pixel.
lie on the motion trajectory.
We have applied the motion compensation in conjunction
IV. APPLICATION TO DATA COMPRESSION
with the interframe hybrid coding, which has been discussed
In this section we will show the usefulness of the estimated
by Habibi, Roese et al. and Jain and Wang [14]-[17] . Here
motion in data compression for transmission or storage of
a method of analysis for motion compensated hybrid coding
images.
and some supporting experimental results are presented.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the block diagrams for interframe
Frame Skipping
hybrid coding without and with motion compensation, respecFrame skipping (temporal subsampling) is one of the simtively. Eachtransform coefficient. is coded in thetemporal
plest methods of data compression forinterframe motion
dimension by a first-order DPCM. Let u k denote a 16 X 16
images. For simplicity of discussion, suppose only the alterblock; then v k given by
nate frames are skipped. (Ourdiscussioncanbeeasily
ex:
tended to other cases.)' With no knowledge of motiontrajectory of the pixels, a skipped frame is generally reproduced
either by repeating the preceding frame or by interpolation
is its two-dimensional cosine transform, where denotesthe
between the preceding a d the following frames. Both of these
16 X 16 unitary cosine transform matrix.
methods have serious effects on the quality of motion reproThe DPCM loops in Fig. 6 are based on the assumption that
duction. The former results in jerkiness in the reproduction of
the
transform coefficients v k ( m , n) can be represented by a
the motion [Figs. 4(a) and S(a)] and the latter in blurring of
first-order
Markov sequence with correlation a along the
the moving areas [Figs. 4(c) and 5(c)] .
estimated
motion
trajectory. If uu2(m,n ) denotes the variance
Let u 2 k be a subblock of the (2K)th frame where frames
of
v k ( m , n) and the differential signal ek(m, n ) is quantized
2, 4,
2k, have been skipped. Then U 2 k * , the reproduced
by itsMax quantizer, then itsvariance is given by [lo] , [171
value of u 2 k , is obtained (without motion compensation) as
follows.
Frome Repetition

h = -loga
- log [l-(1-a)]
logp
log [l-(1-p)]-

1 -CY
=-

-e,

U2k*(m,n)=U?k-l(m,n)

Frame Interpolation

where f ( x ) is the mean square distortion function of anx-bit
(22) Max quantizer whose input has unit variance. Assuming noisefree transmission, the average mean square distortion for an
N X N block is givenby

can be overcome by predicting or interpolatingthe pixels
of the skipped frame along its motion trajectory. Thus, with
motion compensation, (22) and (23) are replaced by

If the average bit rate for ablock is b per pixel so that
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(C)
Fig. 4. Data compression by frame skipping. Resulting images and absolute- value of the error frame repetition and frame
interpolation of “Cronkite” image frame 8. The error is amplified by a factor of10 and truncated to255. An inverse bit
=
assignment is used (255 corresponds to black) for the error images. (a) Frame repetition along temporal axis, SNR
26.17 dB. (b) Frame repetition along motion trajectory, SNR = 36.31 dB. (c) Frame interpolation along temporal axis,
SNR = 30.47 dB. (d) Frame interpolation along motion trajectory, SNR = 38.62 dB.

Fig. 5 . Data compression by frame skipping. Resulting images and absolute value of the error of frame repetition and
frame interpolation of “Chemical Plant” frame 12. The error is amplified by a factor of5 and truncated to 255. An inverse bit assignment is used for the error images. (a) Frame repetition along temporal axis, SNR= 16.90 dB. @) Frame
repetition along motion trajectory, SNR = 26.69 dB. (c) Frame interpolation along temporal axis, SNR = 19.34 dB. ( d )
Frameinterpolationalongmotiontrajectory,
SNR = 29.56 dB.
’
’
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Fig. 6 .

I

(b)
Interframehybridcoding.(a)Conventional.(b)
compensation.

then, given b , one can find integers bm,n 2 0 such that (28)
is minimized. Now, the distortionratefunctionformotion
compensated hybrid codingcan be determined as follows.
Let ax, Jy, which represent displacement uncertainty in
pixels/frame, be identically distributed random variables. For
thepurposeofcomputingthedistortionratefunction
we
choose the following two distributions-Gaussian probability
distribution N ( p , o) which as mean p and standard deviation u,
and a uniformdistribution B @ , q ) defined in the interval
(p, 4). Given the probability distribution models for Jx, &
and a spatial covariance model, we can find the temporal
correlation coefficient a via (12). In our study theisotropic covariance model of (1 9) was used ‘(with p = 0 9 5 for “Cronkite”
images and p = 0 9 for “Chemical Plant” images). Then for
each fured b , we minimize (28) with respect t o b , such that
brn ,n 2 0 are integers and (29) is satisfied. This is done quite
easily following the integer bit allocation algorithm given in
[lo], [17]. The pairs of values D,b then give the desired
distortion rate function.
Fig. 7 showssome distortionrate curves for variousdistributions of Jx and c& for unit variance data with p = 0.90.
The distributions corresponding to B(-4, 43, N ( 0 , 1) can be
considered as models forcoding without motion compensation
(ax = dx), and B(-0.5, 0 5), N(0, 0.25) for coding with
motion compensation. The curve for a = 0 corresponds t o the
intraframetransform coding. We notice thatinthe absence of
motion compensation interframe hybrid coding does achieve
some compression gainover the intraframe transform coding

With motion

.

Intraframe. a = 0
a = .788
B ( - 4 , 4 ) , a = .742

0 N(0,1),
0

.0625

.125

.25

.so

R a t e( B i W P i x e l )

1.0

2.0

-c

Fig. 7. Distortion-rate curves for hybrid interframe coding of images
with isotropicintraframecovarianceandforvariousdistributions
of interframe motion uncertainty.

(about 2.5 dB at 2 bits/pixel). Motioncompensation results
in additional gain (about 7 dB). The actual gain achieved for
a block will depend on the extent of displacement for that
blockand willvary fromblock to block since not all the
blocks undergothe same displacement.
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Experimental Results
An extensive simulation ofseveral hybrid coding algorithms,
viz. conventional, adaptive, andadaptivewithmotioncompensation (with and without frame skipping and
interpolation),
were performed on .the two data sets. While full details may be
found in [7], here wesummarize thekey results andconclusions.
In the adaptive algorithm each block is classified into one
offour classesbased ontheIFV(withorwithoutmotion
compensation). In general it is a measure of combined spatial
and temporal activity of the block under consideration. With
motioncompensation
it is expectedprimarily to measure
the spatial activity. For each classwe define a spatial correlation model of the form

R ( l x I, ly I) = exp (-da12x2

+ a22y2)

(30)

COM-29, NO. 1 2 , DECEMBER 1981

TABLE I1
PARAMETERS OF THE 4 CLASS ADAPTIVE HYBRIDCODING
SCHEME WITH MOTION COMPENSATION FOR “CRONKITE”
IMAGES

1 I
CLASS

No.

INDEX
OCCURRENCE
~

TABLE 111
PERFORMANCE OF THE ADAPTIVEHYBRID CODING WITH
MOTION COMPENSATION F0R“~CRONKITE”IMAGE FRAMES
5-9; SKIPPED FRAMES ARE INTERPOLATED ALONG THE
MOTION TRAJECTORY
FRA,,ES

AVERAGE

S I G N A L TO N O I S ER A T I OI ND E C I B E L S

?
E
!:-L
::;

where e-“l & p x , e-“2
p,, definetheone
pixel correlations along the x and y directions. The transform coefficient
variances uv2(m, n) are determinedfrom this model. The
temporal correlation a is also determined from this model and
the. uniform probability density model B(-0.5, 05) for the
displacement uncertainties.
The algorithm could be operated in two modes, with and
without skipping the alternate frames. The skipped frames are
interpolated along the motion trajectories as described before.
Table I1 gives typical parameters for different classes for the
“Cronkite” data set. It was noted that the temporal correlation after motion compensation is reduced when frames are
skipped. This means our ability to predict motion decreases
as the temporal resolutiondecreases, a result whichis expected.
Table I11 shows that the overall SNR at an approximate bit
rate of 0.25 bits/pixel/frame is the same withandwithout
frame skipping. However,theformerhasabetter
spatial
reproduction while the latter has better temporal reproduction. In Table IV wegive the same results withoutmotion
compensation. Some of the coded
images together with the
error images are shown in Fig. 8. Comparison of the picture
quality aswellas the entries of Tables I11 and IV shows an
improvement in bit rate due to motioncompensationby a
factor of two at low bit rates. The bit rates reported here ‘include the overhead for transmittingthedisplacement vector
and classification bits wherever applicable.

CORRELATION
PARAMETERS

PRoB$lLITY

ACTIVITY

FRAMES
FRI\MES
CODED

I 1 1

38.74

NO

,253

YES

,252

39.97

YES

,125

37.60

1

INTERPOLATED

__

37.58

1

DYERALL
38.74

38.62
37.12

36.69

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE O F ADAPTIVE HYBRID CODING WITHOUT

MOTION COMPENSATION FOR “CRONKITE” IMAGES

1

114

32.86

DCT operations are performed on the prediction error. Compared to Fig. 6(b), we now have only one DCT and one ‘in:
verse DCT operation at the transmitter. The realization of Fig.
9 is only applicable for a constant value of a! for all the eleourexperiments.Fora
generalcase
ments of V asusedin
where a is variable one would need the added complexity of
Fig. 6(b). We used the algorithm of Fig. 6(b) because it facilitated the use of a single computer program for simulating the
several.different hybrid coding algorithmsthat were compared.
Conceptually, the algorithm of
Fig.6(b)is more illustrative
in demonstrating the idea of motion compensation in interframe coding and also in developing the distortioirate analysis
for this method.
Remarks
3) The adaptive hybrid coding algorithm describedabove is
1) The foregoing methods differ considerably from other a variable bit rate scheme. The same algorithm used in a.nonmethods includingthat of [8]. The displacement measurement adaptive manner will become a fixed bit rate scheme, but its
algorithm and its utilization in predictive coding are basically performance will not be as good. Our results indicate that
different. Our experience shows that. adisplacement meas- without motion compensation the adaptive scheme’ has a bit
of the nonadaptivescheme[7].
The
urement ‘based on low bit quantized values used for transmis- rate roughlyhalfthat
algorithmdescribedhere
seems suitable forvideotelephone,
sion results in significant degradation of the accuracy of the
video conference, etc. For these applications the
variable bit
displacement vector. Quantization noise furtherreducesthe
temporal correlation, therebyloweringthe
achievable com- rate is not expected t o result invery large buffer requirement.
4) Although we have primarily used motioncompensapression.
2) Although we used Fig. 6(b) for our motion compensated tion with hybrid coding, it can be used in conjunction .with
withthree-dimensional
hybrid coding simulations, the complexity of our coder
can three-dimensional DPCM aswellas
be reduced by implementing it as shown in Fig. 9 , where the transformcoding. With DPCM, thealgorithmwould
differ
’
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Fig. 8. Coded images and error images resulting from adaptive hybrid coding. Error images are obtained in the same manner as in Fig. 4. (a) No motion compensation. Bit-rate/pixel = 0.25, SNR = 36.78 dB. (b) Motion compensation without
frame skipping. Bit-rate/pixel = 0.25, SNR = 38.51 dB. (c) Motion compensation with alternate frame skipping and
(i) Bit-rate/pixel = 0.125, SNR = 36.70
interpolation of skipped frames along motion trajectory (interpolated images).
dB. (ii) Bit-rate/pixel= 0.25, SNR = 37.59 dB.
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form coding ispossible but would increase the complexity
too much. Compared to three-dimensional adaptive transform
coding (using a classification method similar to the one used
here), themotion compensated adaptive hybrid coding has
lower complexity and gives higher SNR.
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Simplifiedinterframehybridcodingwithmotioncompensation.

from that of Fig. 9 only in that the two-dimensional predictionerror sequence ek(m, n) will be coded by a twodimensional DPCM coder (rather than the transform coder used in
Fig. 9). This will reduce thecodercomplexity aswell as its
performance much in the samewayas
two-dimensional
DPCM does with respect to two-dimensional transform coding.
Use of the displacement vector in three-dimensional trans-

A new displacement measurement technique for interframe
coding has been presented. The technique is based on dividing
a frame into smaller rectangular blocks and finding the directionof minimum distortion (DMD) for each block. An efficient search technique over a 2-D plane has been devised
for finding the DMD.Use ofthe displacement vector was
shown in analyzing and designing interframe motion compensated hybrid coders. Motion compensated hybrid coders can
be useful in achieving low bit rates for transmission or storage
of interframe images.Bit rate reduction by approximately a
factor of twoseems possible by using motion compensation.
APPENDIX
A PROOF OF THE DMDSEARCHALGORITHM
A proof of the convergence of the DMD search algorithm
described inSection 11 canbe given as follows. Our initial
estimate of DMD (q = 0,Z= 0 ) is successively incremented by
(i, j ) in Step 3. For any given search-step size n , there are three
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cases for the value of ( i , j ) found in Step 3: 1) i # 0 , j = 0 ,
2)i=O,jfO;and3)i=O,j=O.
For cases 1) and 2) thestraight lines Z = q and J = 1, respectively, divide thecurrent region of search into two regions,
one in which the DMD lies and the other in which it does not
lie. This is guaranteed by the condition of (3). The region in
which the DMD does not lie is excluded from further search
by M ’(n) + M ’ - (-i, -j) in Step 4. After having gone through
Steps 3 and 4 repeatedly, the procedure will come to case 3)
because we are searching over a finite region and we are successively reducing the region of search under cases 1) and 2).
Under case 3) the DMD is guaranteed to lie between the
region bounded by the lines Z = q - n, I = q n, J = 1 - n,
and J = 1 ndue to theconditionof (3). Therefore,the
search-step size is reduced t o n/2 in Step 5, and the procedure is repeated till n = 1. For n = 1 the DMD is guaranteed
to lie within (q f 1, 1 f 1) and Step 6 thus concludes the search
by searchingover all the nine pointsin this region.

+

+
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